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ABSTRACT1

This study seeks a deeper understanding of the causes of Hadley Cell (HC) expansion, as pro-2

jected under global warming, and HC contraction, as observed under El Niño. The authors3

present a series of experiments in which they apply thermal forcings to an idealized general4

circulation model. It is shown that a thermal forcing applied to a narrow region around the5

equator produces “El Niño–like” HC contraction, while a forcing with wider meridional ex-6

tent produces “global warming–like” HC expansion. These circulation responses are mostly7

insensitive to the vertical structure of the thermal forcing and are much more sensitive to8

its meridional structure. If the thermal forcing is confined to the midlatitudes, the amount9

of HC expansion is more than three times that of a forcing of comparable amplitude that is10

spread over the tropics. This finding may be relevant to recent trends in tropical widening,11

which comprehensive models generally underpredict.12

The shift of the HC edge can be understood in a very simple way in terms of changes in the13

transformed Eulerian mean (TEM) circulation. In this context, the HC edge is defined as the14

maximum in residual vertical velocity in the upper troposphere, ω̄∗

max; this corresponds well15

with the conventional Eulerian definition of the HC edge. Then, a toy model is constructed16

in which the TEM circulation simply diffuses heat meridionally. This diffusion produces17

anomalous diabatic cooling, and hence anomalous TEM descent, on the poleward flank of18

the thermal forcing. This results in a shift of ω̄∗

max, and thus a shift of the HC edge towards19

the descending anomaly.20
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1. Introduction21

How does the large-scale atmospheric circulation respond to changing temperatures?22

This is an important question in climate change research, and it has motivated many past23

studies. These include numerous idealized modeling experiments examining the circulation’s24

response to thermal forcings in the stratosphere (e.g. Polvani and Kushner 2002; Haigh et al.25

2005; Gerber and Polvani 2009; Tandon et al. 2011) as well as the troposphere (e.g. Son and26

Lee 2005; Kang et al. 2009; Butler et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2010). The understanding of27

circulation changes over the long term is often informed by the study of short-term activity,28

such as stratospheric sudden warmings (e.g. Gerber et al. 2009) and volcanic eruptions (e.g.29

Soden et al. 2002).30

In particular, the study of El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) has greatly aided our31

understanding of circulation change in the climate context. Using a general circulation32

model (GCM) with forced sea surface temperatures (SSTs), Seager et al. (2003) examined33

the dynamics of the El Niño–driven circulation response in great detail. They found that34

the short-term response to El Niño SST anomalies resembles the steady-state response to a35

persistent SST increase in the deep tropics. This makes for a natural comparison between36

the El Niño circulation response and the response to the long-term increase of greenhouse37

gases, commonly termed the “global warming” response.38

Under global warming, most coupled models produce enhanced warming of SSTs in the39

eastern tropical Pacific (e.g. DiNezio et al. 2009), a pattern resembling El Niño. This led to40

the hypothesis that the circulation response to global warming might resemble the circulation41

response to El Niño. Lu et al. (2008) tested this by performing a detailed analysis of output42
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from coupled GCMs. They found that the circulation response due to global warming is43

in many respects qualitatively opposite to that of El Niño. Specifically, global warming44

produces an expansion and weakening of the Hadley Cell (HC), while El Niño produces45

contraction and strengthening of the HC. Also, global warming produces a poleward shift46

of the jets, while El Niño produces an equatorward shift. This contrast is intriguing because47

both El Niño and global warming produce substantial warming of the tropical troposphere48

(Lu et al. 2008). This means that seemingly subtle alterations to the structure of a thermal49

forcing can have a dramatic effect on the circulation response. It is this sensitivity that is50

the focus of this paper.51

The results of earlier studies point to a key factor behind this sensitivity. Chang (1995)52

and Son and Lee (2005), using idealized dry GCMs, showed that a thermal forcing applied to53

a narrow region around the equator produces an equatorward shift of the jets. This contrasts54

with the findings of Butler et al. (2010) and Wang et al. (2012), who found that heating in55

the tropical upper troposphere produces a poleward shift of the jets. In the latter studies,56

however, the thermal forcings have significantly wider meridional extent. This suggests that57

the contrast between the global warming and the El Niño circulation responses may be58

attributable to the meridional extent of the thermal forcing.59

This provides the inspiration for the present study. Specifically, we take an idealized GCM60

and apply thermal forcings of varying meridional width centered at the equator (Sec. 2). We61

show that narrow thermal forcings produce El Niño–like HC contraction, while wider thermal62

forcings produce global warming–like HC expansion. The HC turns out to be particularly63

sensitive to warming in the midlatitudes, a finding which may be relevant in light of recent64

observations. In addition, we construct a simple diffusive model of the transformed Eulerian65
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mean (TEM) circulation to explain the transition from HC contraction to HC expansion66

(Sec. 3).67

Earlier idealized modeling studies have focused either on the El Niño circulation response68

alone (e.g. Robinson 2002; Seager et al. 2003) or on the global warming response alone (e.g.69

Kidston et al. 2010; Levine and Schneider 2011; Rivière 2011). Thus it has remained unclear70

how the mechanisms driving the El Niño– and global warming–like responses fit into the71

same physical framework. By studying both phenomena together, we can develop a more72

comprehensive understanding of what drives changes in the tropospheric circulation.73

2. Experiments with an Idealized GCM74

a. Method75

Our idealized GCM is a dynamical core forced with highly simplified radiation and con-76

vection schemes. This GCM is nearly identical to that used in Tandon et al. (2011), and we77

provide complete details in the Appendix. In the GCM’s radiation scheme, temperatures are78

linearly relaxed to a prescribed equilibrium profile which mimics a gray atmosphere (Schnei-79

der 2004; Schneider and Walker 2006). When a column becomes statically unstable, the80

temperature in the column is relaxed to a moist adiabatic profile that conserves enthalpy81

(Schneider and Walker 2006). This convection scheme compensates to an extent for the lack82

of explicit moisture in the model. The lapse rate of the convective equilibrium profile is a83

prescribed parameter, and we experiment with perturbing this parameter, as described be-84

low. Compared to dry models that use the Held and Suarez (1994) forcings (e.g. Son and Lee85
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2005; Butler et al. 2010, 2011; Wang et al. 2012), the model we use produces a climatology86

with more realistic stratification and tropopause height in the tropics (Tandon et al. 2011).87

We run the GCM in a perpetual equinox configuration with hemispherically symmetric88

radiative forcing. All integrations are performed at spectral resolution T42 with 40 vertical89

levels. (See the Appendix for additional details.) We have verified that all of our key results90

are robust to doubling of either the horizontal or vertical resolution.91

In each integration, we impose an additional thermal forcing consisting of 1) warming92

of lower tropospheric temperatures, mimicking an increase in longwave opacity, and 2) a93

decrease of the convective equilibrium lapse rate, mimicking the lapse-rate feedback in a94

moist atmosphere. The lower tropospheric thermal forcing, Q̃, takes the form of a potential95

temperature tendency that is added to the heat equation. Specifically,96

Q̃(φ, p;φw;α) =
αQ̃0

φw

e−(φ/φw)2
(

p

p0

)2.4

, (1)

where φ is latitude, p is pressure, Q̃0 = 18 K d−1 × 1◦ latitude, and p0 = 1000 hPa. The97

meridional e-folding width of the thermal forcing is controlled by the parameter φw, and we98

refer to this simply as the “width” of the thermal forcing. The factor of Q̃0/φw serves to keep99

the area integral of Q̃ constant as φw is varied. The value of Q̃0 has been chosen so that, for100

all thermal forcings, the globally-averaged temperature increase at the lowest model level is101

2-3 K. The factor α is used to scale the relative amplitude of the thermal forcing; we set102

α = 1 in all cases unless stated otherwise.103

In addition to this lower tropospheric forcing, we also perturb the lapse rate of the model’s104

convective equilibrium profile. This perturbation takes the form105

Γ̃(φ;φw) = Γ̃0e
−(φ/φw)2 , (2)
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where Γ̃0 = −0.2 K km−1. Note that the parameter φw appears in both (1) and (2), so this106

single parameter controls the meridional extent of both the lower tropospheric forcing and107

the lapse-rate forcing.108

We have selected thermal forcings with a range of φw values to examine the El Niño–like109

and global warming–like responses, as well as the transition between them. We will refer to110

these integrations using the following labels:111

• Phi5, with φw = 5◦, is a narrow El Niño–like perturbation with peak thermal forcing112

between −5◦ and 5◦ latitude. This forcing is shown in Fig. 1a.113

• Phi35, with φw = 35◦, is a wider global warming–like thermal forcing (Fig. 1b).114

• Phi15 (φw = 15◦), Phi20 (φw = 20◦), and Phi25 (φw = 25◦) are intermediate cases,115

meant to examine the transition from HC contraction to HC expansion as well as the116

linearity of the circulation responses.117

• Phi35-20 is a special case in which we confine the lower tropospheric forcing between118

20◦ and 35◦ latitude in each hemisphere, while applying a lapse-rate perturbation119

between −35◦ and 35◦ latitude (Fig. 1c). In the notation of Eqs. (1-2), the lower tro-120

pospheric forcing is121

φw2Q̃(φ, p;φw2;α)− φw1Q̃(φ, p;φw1;α)

φw2 − φw1

(3)

and the lapse-rate perturbation is Γ̃(φ;φw2), where φw1 = 20◦ and φw2 = 35◦. This122

is essentially the same as the Phi35 forcing, but with the tropical lower tropospheric123

portion removed.124
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• Forcings with the additional LT label (e.g. Phi5LT, Phi35LT, etc.) are identical to125

the standard forcings above, except the thermal forcing is applied only in the lower126

troposphere without any lapse-rate forcing (i.e. Γ̃ = 0). This is meant to test the127

sensitivity of the circulation response to the vertical structure of the thermal forcing.128

For each thermal forcing, we start the model from rest and integrate for a total of 4000129

days, which is sufficient to obtain a statistically stationary climatology. To compute all130

climatological fields, we discard the first 200 days as spin-up and time-average the rest. To131

obtain the “response” of the model, we subtract the climatology of a control integration in132

which no thermal forcing is applied (i.e. Q̃ = 0 and Γ̃ = 0). Since there is no topography133

in this model and all forcings are hemispherically symmetric, the model responses should be134

hemispherically symmetric; any small asymmetry that remains is due to sampling error.135

b. Results136

Fig. 2 shows the model responses to the three thermal forcings shown in Fig. 1; these137

forcings have the same area integral and vary only in their meridional structure. Fig. 2, first138

column, shows the response to the Phi5 forcing, which is confined to a narrow band around139

the equator. The peak warming (Fig. 2a, shading) extends to the top of the troposphere140

because we have imposed a decrease in the convective equilibrium lapse rate in addition141

to the lower tropospheric thermal forcing. In the midlatitudes, there is a local minimum142

in warming. There is also a slight rise in global tropopause height (thick dashed contour),143

where the tropopause is defined using the standard lapse-rate criterion (World Meteorological144

Organization 1957).145
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The Phi5 zonal wind response (Fig. 2b, shading) shows westerly acceleration on the equa-146

torward flanks of the midlatitude jets, indicating equatorward shifts of the jets. Near the147

equator, there is easterly acceleration. Fig. 2c shows the response of the meridional over-148

turning streamfunction, Ψ. (See Peixoto and Oort 1992, Sec 7.4.3 for the definition.) In the149

northern hemisphere, there is a substantial increase in Ψ in the middle and upper portions150

of the HC, indicating a strengthening and deepening of the HC. There is also a decrease151

in Ψ at the poleward edge of the HC, indicating equatorward contraction of the HC and152

anomalous ascent in the midlatitudes. This anomalous ascent coincides with the midlat-153

itude minimum in the temperature response (Fig. 2a). At the equator, Ψ decreases near154

the surface and increases at higher levels, indicating a decrease in vertical velocity near the155

surface and an increase aloft. Note that the response of Ψ in the southern hemisphere has156

the opposite sign, but the physical interpretation is identical. So overall, the Phi5 response157

resembles the El Niño circulation response of comprehensive models (Seager et al. 2003; Lu158

et al. 2008). One discrepancy is that the El Niño temperature response in comprehensive159

models shows cooling in the midlatitudes which is not reproduced in our model (Fig. 2a),160

but the circulation responses are in agreement.161

We next consider the response when the thermal forcing is widened meridionally. This is162

captured by the results of the Phi35 integration, shown in Fig. 2, second column. Due to the163

wider thermal forcing, the peak temperature response (Fig. 2d) is spread wider meridionally164

than for Phi5, and there is a clear contrast between warming in the tropical lower troposphere165

and the amplified warming aloft. As in the Phi5 integration, there is a slight increase in166

global tropopause height. The zonal wind response (Fig. 2e) shows a clear dipole of easterly-167

westerly acceleration flanking the jet, indicating a poleward shift of the jet. The meridional168
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streamfunction (Fig. 2f) shows expansion of the HCs and poleward shifts of the Ferrel Cells,169

although the changes in Ψ are substantially lower in magnitude than for Phi5. In short,170

the circulation response of Phi35 resembles the global warming response of comprehensive171

models (e.g. Yin 2005; Miller et al. 2006; Gastineau et al. 2008; Wu et al. 2011), and it is in172

most respects qualitatively opposite to the El Niño–like response of Phi5.173

The fact that the circulation responses of Phi5 and Phi35 are opposite in sign leads to174

another question: is the system linearly additive? That is, if we apply a thermal forcing like175

Phi35, but remove the portion near the equator, do we actually obtain more expansion of the176

HC compared to Phi35? We address this question more rigorously below, but as a first crude177

test, we consider the Phi35-20 forcing. This forcing is essentially the same as Phi35, except178

that the thermal forcing approaches zero between -20◦ and 20◦ lat in the lower troposphere179

(Fig. 1c). The temperature response (Fig. 2g) shows peak warming in the subtropics and180

midlatitudes, along with enhanced warming in the tropical upper troposphere. The zonal181

wind response (Fig. 2h) is of substantially larger magnitude than in Phi35 (Fig. 2e), indicating182

a larger poleward shift of the jets. The zonal wind anomalies are also more vertically uniform183

than those of Phi35. The response of the meridional streamfunction (Fig. 2i) is also larger184

than that of Phi35 (Fig. 2f), indicating greater expansion and weakening of the HC. Thus185

overall, the circulation response of Phi35-20 qualitatively resembles the global warming–like186

response of Phi35, but quantitatively the Phi35-20 response is greatly amplified.187

Beyond these illustrative examples, we have also performed a sweep of the parameter φw,188

which controls the meridional width of the thermal forcing. Fig. 3, black circles, shows the189

associated shifts of the HC edge (Fig. 3a) and the midlatitude eddy-driven jet (Fig. 3b). The190

midlatitude jet is located by finding the latitude of maximum zonal wind at the lowest model191
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level. We locate the HC edge using the standard Ψ500 metric: that is, moving poleward from192

the subtropical maximum of |Ψ|, we find the first zero crossing of Ψ at 500 hPa. Note that,193

because of the hemispheric symmetry of our model, a poleward shift of the HC edge implies194

a widening of the HC, and multiplying this widening by two gives the overall widening of195

the tropical belt (cf. Seidel et al. 2008; Johanson and Fu 2009; Davis and Rosenlof 2011).196

Fig. 3 shows that there is a smooth transition from equatorward jet shift and HC con-197

traction to poleward jet shift and HC expansion. Interestingly, the zero crossings (vertical198

dotted lines) are not the same for the two metrics, showing slight HC contraction still occurs199

even when there is no jet shift. At these zero crossings, there is still a circulation response,200

but the position of the anomalies with respect to the climatology is such that no shift occurs.201

For example, in the Phi15 case (not shown), there is westerly acceleration centered precisely202

over the jet, whereas for other values of φw, the acceleration occurs more on the flanks of203

the jet. Fig. 3 also shows the large quantitative difference between the Phi35-20 integration204

and the other integrations. Comparing the empty black circles with the other points, one205

sees that Phi35-20 produces a factor of four increase in HC expansion (Fig. 3a) and a factor206

of two increase in jet shift (Fig. 3b).207

We have found that the amount of HC expansion and jet shift has little sensitivity to the208

vertical structure of the thermal forcing. To demonstrate this, we have performed a series of209

integrations in which we apply thermal forcings only in the lower troposphere, without any210

lapse-rate perturbation. We mark these integrations with the additional label “LT,” and211

the results are plotted in gray in Fig. 3. Removing the lapse-rate perturbation results in the212

peak warming being located in the lower troposphere rather than the upper troposphere.213

However, in terms of the shifts of the jet and the HC edge, there appears to be little difference214
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between the LT integrations and the standard ones. The LT results show a slight negative215

offset from their standard integration counterparts, except for a slight positive offset for the216

jet shift in the Phi5LT and Phi15LT cases.217

Fig. 4 shows the response of the Phi35LT integration in more detail. Comparing the218

temperature response (Fig. 4a) with that of Phi35 (Fig. 2d), we see much less warming in the219

tropical upper troposphere and mildly enhanced warming in the lower troposphere. Phi35220

does show some easterly acceleration in the tropical upper troposphere that is not apparent221

in Phi35LT (compare Fig. 2e and Fig. 4b), but aside from that, the circulation responses222

are nearly indistinguishable. When we compare the other LT integrations to the standard223

integrations, the differences are all minor. The most noticeable differences are in the Phi5LT224

integration (not shown): at the equator, there is no easterly acceleration at upper levels,225

no deepening of the HC, and no vertical deceleration near the surface. (Compare this with226

Fig. 2b,c.) As for the Phi35-20LT integration (not shown), the zonal wind response is slightly227

more barotropic than that of Phi35-20 (Fig. 2h). Thus, both qualitatively and quantitatively,228

the circulation responses have little sensitivity to the vertical structure of the thermal forcing229

and much greater sensitivity to its meridional structure.230

We have also performed a set of integrations in which we sweep the relative amplitude of231

the thermal forcing by varying the factor α, defined in Eq. (1). One might expect that the232

responses are linear in α, in which case a doubling of the forcing amplitude should double233

the amount of HC expansion and jet shift. The results shown in Fig. 5 are approximately234

linear, except for the Phi5 integrations at high α, which even show some non-monotonicity235

(Fig. 5b, triangles). The Phi5 and Phi35 integrations show slight nonlinearity at low α, but236

the circulation responses are very weak in these cases, so the nonlinearity might not remain237
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if we performed much longer integrations. It is also clear that the Phi35-20 response is well-238

separated from that of Phi35: even if we reduce the amplitude of the Phi35-20 forcing by239

half (α = 0.5), the response is still greater than the Phi35 response at its default amplitude.240

The relatively large circulation response of Phi35-20, detailed above, suggests that there241

might be a linear relationship between the responses to wide and narrow thermal forcings.242

To test this more rigorously, we have performed Phi35-20LT and Phi20LT integrations with243

their forcing amplitudes chosen so that their sum matches the exact amplitude of the Phi35LT244

forcing. This requires that we set α = 15/35 for the Phi35-20LT forcing and α = 20/35 for the245

Phi20LT forcing (see Eqs. 1 and 3). In this case, we find that Phi35-20LT produces 0.63±0.05◦246

HC expansion, compared to 0.54±0.06◦ for Phi35LT and −0.02±0.02◦ for Phi20LT. (Negative247

values indicate HC contraction.) So the Phi35-20LT response is larger than the difference of248

Phi35LT and Phi20LT, but this nonlinearity is not statistically significant.249

3. A Diffusive Model of The Circulation Response250

a. Approach251

The key result from our GCM experiments is that the transition from HC contraction to252

HC expansion is determined by the meridional width of the thermal forcing. We now seek253

a simplified explanation of this behavior. To begin, it is worth thinking about how the HC254

edge is defined. The conventional definition, used in the previous section, locates a specific255

zero crossing of the Eulerian mean meridional mass streamfunction, Ψ. This zero crossing of256

Ψ coincides with a downward maximum of the zonal mean Eulerian vertical velocity, ω̄. So257
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if we wish to determine how the HC edge shifts in response to a particular thermal forcing,258

then we need to relate ω̄ to the total diabatic heating, Q̄. Fortunately, these quantities are259

directly related through the temperature equation, but the temperature equation includes260

additional contributions, most important of which is the divergence of the meridional eddy261

heat flux, v′θ′.262

Thus the challenge is finding a way to represent the circulation that makes the problem263

tractable. To this end, we choose to parameterize the total circulation as diffusive, following264

an approach similar to that of Frierson et al. (2007a) and Kang et al. (2009). This parameter-265

ization accounts for transport due to both eddies and the mean flow by assuming that they266

together act to diffuse heat meridionally. Such an approach greatly simplifies the system,267

but in the process, it blurs the distinction between eddies and the mean flow. This makes it268

more appropriate that we work in terms of the transformed Eulerian mean (TEM; Edmon269

et al. 1980), which combines the Eulerian vertical velocity and eddy heat flux divergence into270

a single quantity representing the total heat transport. This quantity is called the residual271

vertical velocity, ω̄∗, and it is defined as272

ω̄∗ ≡ ω̄ +
1

a cosφ

∂

∂φ

(
v′θ′ cosφ

θ̄p

)
, (4)

where θ̄p is the vertical stratification in pressure coordinates, φ is latitude, and a is Earth’s273

radius.274

This raises a pivotal question: how do we locate the HC edge in the TEM system? The275

TEM meridional circulation consists of just one cell extending from the equator to the pole276

(Edmon et al. 1980), in contrast to the three-cell structure of the Eulerian mean circulation.277

However, we can still identify the HC from the TEM circulation. This is because, in the upper278
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troposphere, eddy heat fluxes play a relatively minor role, so there is a close correspondence279

between ω̄∗ and ω̄. As seen in Edmon et al. (1980), Fig. 6a, or Held and Schneider (1999),280

Fig. 3a, the upper half of the HC is clearly evident in the upper tropospheric portion of the281

TEM circulation, where the Eulerian mean flow dominates.282

We have found that the HC edge can be accurately identified as the latitude where ω̄∗
283

is maximum when averaged over 200-500 hPa; we call this quantity ω̄∗

max. By vertically av-284

eraging over the upper troposphere, we ensure that the maximum is robustly located. Most285

importantly for our purposes, this definition accurately captures changes in HC width in-286

duced by thermal forcings. Fig. 6, circles, shows the shift of ω̄∗

max from the GCM experiments287

of Sec. 2. Comparing Fig. 6 with Fig. 3, one sees that the ω̄∗

max metric and the conventional288

Ψ500 metric agree well with each other; the small differences that do arise are not substantial289

enough to affect our key conclusions.290

Defining the HC edge in terms of ω̄∗ is a key step because we can obtain a very simple291

relation between the change in ω̄∗ and the anomalous diabatic heating. This, combined with292

our diffusive parameterization of the circulation, allows us to solve for the change in residual293

vertical velocity, and thus the shift of the HC edge (ω̄∗

max). Not surprisingly, this diffusive294

model has important limitations, which we address below. Nonetheless, the model provides295

a very simple way of understanding the transition from HC contraction to HC expansion.296

b. Mathematical formulation297

Having outlined our approach, we now provide the formal details. Our domain is taken298

to be the arc spanning 0-90◦ latitude, representing a layer averaged zonally and vertically299
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over the upper troposphere of one hemisphere. (We assume hemispheric symmetry.) In the300

TEM system, the temperature equation takes the form301

∂θ̄

∂t
+ θ̄pω̄

∗ = Q̄, (5)

where θ̄ is the zonal mean potential temperature and t is time. We hereafter refer to Q̄ as the302

“diabatic tendency,” and this term can be positive (diabatic heating) or negative (diabatic303

cooling). In contrast to the system considered by Held and Hou (1980), Eq. (5) neglects304

horizontal advection by the mean flow, but implicitly includes eddy heat flux divergence.305

Furthermore, if we were to neglect eddy heat fluxes, Eq. (5) would reduce to a form equivalent306

to that obtained under the weak temperature gradient (WTG) approximation (e.g. Sobel307

et al. 2001; Bretherton and Sobel 2003; Polvani and Sobel 2002), as well as other linear308

formulations of the tropical circulation (e.g. Schneider and Lindzen 1976; Gill 1980; Wang309

and Li 1993).310

We assume steady-state conditions and parameterize the diabatic tendency as Newtonian311

cooling, so Eq. (5) becomes312

θ̄pω̄
∗ = −

θ̄ − θ̄eq
τ

, (6)

where θ̄eq is the equilibrium potential temperature and τ is the relaxation timescale. This313

means that temperature deviations from thermal equilibrium must be balanced by vertical314

advection. To close the system, we parameterize the TEM circulation by assuming that315

vertical advection acts to diffuse potential temperature meridionally. Specifically,316

θ̄pω̄
∗ = −

k

a2 cosφ

∂

∂φ

(
cosφ

∂θ̄

∂φ

)
, (7)

where k is the diffusivity, taken to be spatially uniform. We eliminate ω̄∗ by equating (6)317
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and (7), obtaining318

Q̄−
θ̄

τ
= −

k

a2 cosφ

∂

∂φ

(
cosφ

∂θ̄

∂φ

)
, (8)

where Q̄ is the diabatic source term, defined as Q̄ = θ̄eq/τ . This means that meridional319

diffusion acts to balance the diabatic tendency. This is analogous to the formulations of320

Frierson et al. (2007a) and Kang et al. (2009), in which the meridional diffusion of moist321

static energy acts to balance radiative heating.322

We now perturb the system with a thermal forcing, Q̃. This in turn produces pertur-

bations of temperature, θ̃, and residual vertical velocity, ω̃∗; we assume that the diffusivity

and stratification remain fixed. We separate these perturbations from their associated back-

ground values, so that

〈Q̄〉 = Q̄+ Q̃, (9)

〈θ̄〉 = θ̄ + θ̃, (10)

〈ω̄∗〉 = ω̄∗ + ω̃∗, (11)

where angle brackets denote final values after the perturbation. Placing these into Eqs. (6)

and (8), we can subtract the background state and obtain equations for just the perturbation

fields:

Q̃−
θ̃

τ
= −

k

a2 cosφ

∂

∂φ

(
cosφ

∂θ̃

∂φ

)
, (12)

ω̃∗ =
1

θ̄p

(
Q̃−

θ̃

τ

)
. (13)

The quantity Q̃− θ̃/τ represents the anomalous diabatic tendency. Thus in the case of stable323

stratification (θ̄p < 0), anomalous diabatic heating (Q̃− θ̃/τ > 0) is balanced by anomalous324

TEM ascent (ω̃∗ < 0). Eq. (12) is a one-dimensional boundary value problem in θ̃. The325
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boundary conditions are taken to be ∂θ̃/∂φ = 0 at the equator (by hemispheric symmetry)326

and ∂θ̃/∂φ = 0 at the pole (to maintain thermal wind balance with zero zonal wind). Once327

we solve (12) for θ̃, then we can solve (13) for ω̃∗.328

Since we are primarily interested in the shift of the HC edge, we use this diffusive model329

to compute only perturbation fields. The background state is obtained from output of our330

GCM control integration; this output is zonally and vertically averaged over 200-500 hPa,331

and values from both hemispheres are combined to double the sample size. We apply the332

same averaging scheme when comparing the GCM responses to the results of the diffusive333

model (see below). The parameters of the toy model are chosen as follows: We let θ̄p =334

−4× 10−4 K Pa−1, which matches the vertical stratification in the upper troposphere of the335

GCM. Secondly, we find that the temperature response of the diffusive model adequately336

matches that of the GCM if we let k = 1×106 m2 s−1 and τ = 30 d. The thermal forcings (Q̃)337

used in the diffusive model are equal to the thermal forcings used in the GCM integrations,338

vertically averaged over 100-1000 hPa. We average the thermal forcings over the whole339

troposphere (rather than just the upper troposphere) to account for the fact that convection340

spreads the thermal forcing vertically.341

c. Results342

Fig. 7 shows numerical solutions of the diffusive model. The dashed curves in the top343

row show the thermal forcings, Q̃, multiplied by τ . These represent what the temperature344

responses would be if there were no changes in the circulation. The e-folding widths of345

the thermal forcings range from 5◦ (Phi5) in the leftmost column to 25◦ (Phi25) on the346
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right. The thick solid curves in the top panels show the calculated temperature responses.347

By construction, these show a diffusive character: the temperature responses are flattened348

compared to Q̃τ . Thus, there is a transition from anomalous diabatic heating (Q̃τ > θ̃) in349

the region of peak thermal forcing to anomalous diabatic cooling (Q̃τ < θ̃) elsewhere.350

The bottom panels of Fig. 7 show the responses of the residual vertical velocity. As351

follows directly from Eq. (13), there is anomalous ascent in regions of anomalous diabatic352

heating (i.e. ω̃∗ < 0 for Q̃τ > θ̃) and anomalous descent in regions of anomalous diabatic353

cooling (i.e. ω̃∗ > 0 for Q̃τ < θ̃). Thus there is anomalous descent on the poleward flank354

of the thermal forcing. The vertical dot-dashed lines in the bottom panels mark the edge355

of the HC (i.e. ω̄∗

max) calculated from the GCM control integration. The results show that356

for the Phi5 case (Fig. 7d), there is anomalous descent on the equatorward side of the HC357

edge, producing contraction of the HC. As the thermal forcing is widened, the peak of358

this descending anomaly moves to the poleward side of the HC edge (Fig. 7e,f), resulting in359

expansion of the HC. Thus our simple diffusive model qualitatively reproduces the transition360

from HC contraction to HC expansion.361

For comparison purposes, the thin black lines in Fig. 7 show the same fields obtained362

from the standard GCM integrations. For the temperature responses (top row), the main363

discrepancy is that the GCM responses have less meridional gradient in the low- to midlati-364

tudes when compared to the diffusive model. Better agreement may be achieved by spatially365

varying the diffusivity, but this would not affect any of the key conclusions drawn from the366

model. As for the residual vertical velocity (bottom row), the main discrepancy is that the367

GCM responses show ascending anomalies in the midlatitudes which are completely missing368

in the diffusive model. Calculating heat budget terms from the GCM (not shown), we find369
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that these ascending anomalies are primarily associated with anomalies of the vertical eddy370

heat flux (ω′θ′), which is neglected in the TEM approximation. This discrepancy, however,371

occurs far enough poleward of the HC edge that it does not contribute significantly to the372

shift of the HC edge, except possibly in the Phi5 case.373

Next, as a more quantitative test, we add ω̃∗ from the diffusive model to the climatological374

ω̄∗ of the GCM and calculate the resulting shift of the HC edge (ω̄∗

max). This is plotted as375

the red squares in Fig. 6. The diffusive model shows close quantitative correspondence with376

the output of the GCM (black circles), both in terms of the amplitude of HC expansion, as377

well as the transition from HC contraction to HC expansion. One point of disagreement is378

that the diffusive model produces about one degree less HC contraction than the GCM for379

the Phi5 integration. As noted above, this may be due to the fact that, just poleward of the380

HC edge, the diffusive model lacks the ascending anomaly associated with the vertical eddy381

heat flux (Fig. 7d).382

A bigger discrepancy in Fig. 6 is that the diffusive model does not reproduce the much-383

enhanced HC expansion seen in the Phi35-20 case. Instead, the diffusive model produces384

slightly less HC expansion for Phi35-20 (empty red square) than it does for Phi35. Examina-385

tion of GCM output reveals that on the flanks of the HC edge, the Phi35-20 forcing produces386

a sharp, spatially confined dipole of anomalous TEM ascent/descent that coincides with a387

similarly pronounced dipole of anomalous eddy momentum flux convergence/divergence (not388

shown). Our diffusive model lacks this structure and instead produces a broad ascending389

anomaly that is centered slightly poleward of the HC edge (not shown). This discrepancy390

appears to be due to our model’s inability to capture the effects of eddy momentum fluxes,391

which cannot be modeled as a simple diffusive process. Eddy momentum fluxes might also392
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be partly responsible for driving the anomalous vertical eddy heat flux associated with the393

other model discrepancies noted above.394

Earlier studies have applied the thermal wind balance principle to relate shifts of the395

midlatitude jet to changes in the meridional temperature gradient (Seager et al. 2003; Lorenz396

and DeWeaver 2007; Allen et al. 2012a). It is tempting to use our diffusive model to calculate397

the jet shift from the temperature response, but the model is not suitable for this purpose.398

This is because the temperature response of the diffusive model is too smooth, lacking399

the confined meridional gradients that are essential for a jet shift. This shortcoming of400

the diffusive model is not surprising, since eddy momentum fluxes are believed to play an401

important role in shifting the midlatitude jet (Seager et al. 2003; Chen et al. 2012), and our402

toy model, as noted above, is incapable of properly capturing them.403

As an additional test, we have calculated the shift of the HC edge assuming there is404

no contribution from eddy heat fluxes. Such an assumption, as noted above, is common to405

linear models of the tropical circulation, and it means that there is no need to distinguish406

between the residual vertical velocity and the Eulerian vertical velocity (i.e. ω̄∗ = ω̄). If we407

also assume the same scalings as used for the TEM equations, then the change in Eulerian408

vertical velocity, ω̃, is obtained directly from Eq. (13).409

Under this assumption, we have used our diffusive model to calculate ω̃ for each thermal410

forcing. Adding this change to the climatological ω̄ from the GCM control integration, we411

have also calculated the shift of the maximum of ω̄, which coincides with the HC edge.412

In this case (not shown), we obtain a transition from HC contraction to HC expansion at413

approximately the same value of φw, but the actual magnitude of HC expansion is about an414

order of magnitude lower than that shown in Figs. 3a and 6. Therefore, to obtain a reasonable415
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amplitude of HC expansion, we cannot assume that eddy heat fluxes are unchanged; changes416

in eddy heat fluxes appear to be a key contribution. This does not clarify whether the417

circulation response is actually driven by eddy heat fluxes, as suggested by Butler et al.418

(2011), rather than eddy momentum fluxes, as argued by Seager et al. (2003) and Chen419

et al. (2012).420

In any case, our diffusive model does demonstrate that the circulation response can be421

understood largely in terms of thermally-driven processes. That is, a positive thermal forcing422

produces anomalous TEM descent on its poleward flank. If this anomalous descent is located423

equatorward (poleward) of the HC edge, then the HC contracts (expands).424

4. Discussion425

a. Changes in baroclinicity426

Earlier studies have examined the degree to which HC width obeys the scalings suggested427

by baroclinic instability theory (e.g. Held 2000; Walker and Schneider 2006; Frierson et al.428

2007b; Lu et al. 2008). Using the baroclinic criticality formulation of Phillips (1954), Lu et al.429

(2008) showed that a decrease in criticality is associated with a poleward shift of the HC edge.430

Phillips’ criticality depends on both bulk vertical shear and bulk static stability, but Lu et al.431

(2008) showed results suggesting that increased static stability is the dominant contributor432

to HC expansion in coupled GCMs. Lu et al. (2010) arrived at a similar conclusion when433

varying the SST forcing in an atmosphere-only GCM. These findings are seemingly at odds434

with our LT integrations, which produce significant HC expansion even when tropical static435
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stability decreases (e.g. Fig. 4). We must emphasize, however, that the relevant changes in436

baroclinicity depend on static stability changes in the subtropics (i.e. on the equatorward437

flank of the jet), not the tropics.438

Thus, to properly compare with earlier findings, we have calculated from our GCM output439

the change in Phillips’ criticality using the same formulations as in Lu et al. (2008). Specif-440

ically, we compute the difference in criticality, δC, between each of our forced integrations441

and our control integration,442

δC = δ

[
f 2(u500 − u850)

βgH(θ500 − θ850)/Θ0

]
, (14)

where u is the zonal wind, g is the gravitational acceleration, f is the Coriolis parameter, β443

is the meridional gradient of the Coriolis parameter, H is the height scale, Θ0 is a reference444

temperature, and the 500 and 850 subscripts indicate the pressure levels, in hPa, where445

u and θ are evaluated. This expression is then expanded into contributions due to static446

stability,447

δCst ≈ −
f 2(u500 − u850)ctl δ(θ500 − θ850)

βgH(θ500 − θ850)2ctl /Θ0

, (15)

and vertical shear,448

δCsh =
f 2δ(u500 − u850)

βgH(θ500 − θ850)ctl /Θ0

, (16)

where the ctl subscript indicates quantities calculated from the control integration. To449

compute these quantities from GCM output, we first meridionally average the zonal-mean450

wind and potential temperature fields over 21-46◦ latitude (which is the 25◦ band immediately451

equatorward of the midlatitude jet of the control integration, following Lu et al. 2008). Then452

we apply Eqs. (14-16) with H = 5 km, Θ0 = 300 K, and f and β computed at 33.5◦ (the453

midpoint of the latitude band).454
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We present the results of these calculations in Fig. 8. Specifically, Fig. 8a shows the change455

in HC width versus the change in total criticality, δC. This shows that, in agreement with456

earlier studies, decreases (increases) in criticality are generally associated with HC expansion457

(contraction). Fig. 8b plots HC widening versus δCsh. This exhibits a pattern similar to that458

of Fig. 8a, although the zero crossing is less robust: several integrations show increases in459

δCsh associated with HC expansion. Fig. 8c shows HC widening versus δCst, and the results460

here are widely scattered, with the LT integrations (gray markers) even showing a positive461

correlation between δCst and HC width.462

Thus our results disagree with those of Lu et al. (2008, 2010): changes in vertical shear—463

not static stability—appear to be the dominant contributor to HC expansion. This contrast464

may be due to the fact that our model is dry, and thus changes in static stability are not465

constrained in the same way as in moist models. Another possible explanation is that Lu466

et al. (2008, 2010) consider a more narrow range of forcings than we do, and that a different467

selection of forcings in comprehensive models might produce HC expansion with a more468

significant vertical shear contribution.469

b. Jet position vs. Hadley Cell edge470

Earlier studies (e.g. Fu et al. 2006; Seidel et al. 2008; Fu and Lin 2011; Davis and Rosenlof471

2011) have used the position of the jet to examine the widening trend of the tropics. Our472

results suggest that using a metric based on jet latitude rather than HC edge can give a473

different impression of how the width of the tropical belt is changing. Fig. 3 shows that the474

shift of the HC edge and the shift of the jet can be quite different for the same thermal475
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forcing. If one is more interested in the location of the dry zones, which is closely related476

to the location of the HC edge, then relying on a jet latitude metric could be somewhat477

misleading.478

This difference between jet latitude and HC edge may relate to the fact that the sub-479

tropical jet and the midlatitude eddy-driven jet can separate from each other. The precise480

drivers of this jet separation remain unclear. Lu et al. (2008) took an initial step by showing481

that in coupled model simulations of global warming, the poleward shift of the Southern482

Hemisphere midlatitude jet is about twice the shift of the HC edge. This result agrees with483

our global warming–like integrations (top part of Fig. 3) but not with our El Niño–like in-484

tegrations (bottom part of Fig. 3). To further complicate matters, Kang and Polvani (2011)485

showed that in coupled models, there is no correlation between HC edge and jet latitude486

in the Northern Hemisphere and during winter in the Southern Hemisphere. Thus, many487

questions remain in this area.488

c. Warming in the upper vs. lower troposphere489

The results of Figs. 3 and 4 suggest that our lapse-rate perturbation has little effect on490

the circulation response. This does not mean that warming in the upper troposphere is less491

important than warming in the lower troposphere. Note that for the Phi35LT integration492

(Fig. 4), even though the thermal forcing is confined to the lower troposphere, there is still493

significant warming in the upper troposphere. We have also performed an integration in494

which the thermal forcing is more strictly confined to the upper troposphere between −35◦495

and 35◦ lat (not shown). The associated temperature response is comparable to the upper496
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tropospheric response of Phi35 (Fig. 2d), but there is much less warming in the lower tro-497

posphere. Despite this change in the vertical structure of the warming, the resulting HC498

expansion and poleward shift of the jet is nearly equal to that of Phi35. This gives fur-499

ther support to our earlier finding: there is little sensitivity to the vertical structure of the500

thermal forcing, and there is much greater sensitivity to its meridional structure.501

There is, however, a caveat to this claim: a narrow thermal forcing confined to the upper502

tropical troposphere produces a response that is not completely El Niño–like. In this case,503

the HC contracts slightly, but the jets shift poleward. Thus, warming in the tropical lower504

troposphere appears to be essential for producing an El Niño–like circulation response. The505

reasons for this sensitivity are unclear.506

In the context of global warming, however, our results suggest that the lapse-rate feedback507

is not as consequential for the tropospheric circulation as earlier studies hypothesize (Butler508

et al. 2010, 2011; Wang et al. 2012). We obtain much the same circulation response whether509

peak warming occurs in the upper troposphere or the lower troposphere.510

d. Implications for recent observations511

The results of our Phi35-20 integration might be especially relevant for predictions of512

tropical widening. It is well-known that, under global warming, the rate of tropical widening513

predicted by comprehensive GCMs is significantly lower than the recently observed rate of514

tropical expansion (Johanson and Fu 2009). This trend is also significantly underproduced in515

simulations with historical forcings, even when the full ensemble spread is considered (Johan-516

son and Fu 2009; Allen et al. 2012b). Under global warming, comprehensive GCMs generally517
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produce enhanced warming in the tropics and over the Arctic (Lorenz and DeWeaver 2007;518

Lu et al. 2008), a pattern that mostly resembles our Phi35 integration (Fig. 2d, although519

Phi35 does not produce much polar amplification). Satellite observations also show en-520

hanced warming over the Arctic, but elsewhere these observations show peak warming in521

the midlatitudes, not in the tropics (Santer et al. 2003; Fu et al. 2006; Karl et al. 2006). This522

midlatitude warming pattern resembles the response of our Phi35-20 integration (Fig. 2g).523

Our results show that warming concentrated in the midlatitudes produces much greater HC524

expansion compared to warming concentrated in the tropics (Fig. 3a). So the underpredicted525

HC expansion in comprehensive GCMs may be due to a lack of warming in the midlatitudes.526

We must caution that the satellite observations we mention have been the subject of527

much controversy, due to numerous changes in software, as well as the appearance of cooling528

trends in some datasets. (See Karl et al. 2006; Santer et al. 2008; Thorne et al. 2011, for529

extensive discussions.) There has also been concern that these satellite observations might530

contradict the lapse-rate feedback principle, whereby warming is amplified in the tropical531

upper troposphere. But consider our Phi35-20 integration, which includes amplified warming532

in the tropical upper troposphere: if we take a vertical average of the Phi35-20 temperature533

response over the depth of the troposphere, which mimics the weighting function used in Fu534

et al. (2006), we find that the peak warming is, in fact, in the midlatitudes (not shown).535

Thus, the possibility of midlatitude amplification is not necessarily at odds with the lapse-536

rate feedback principle. Furthermore, the observed warming patterns from different satellite537

systems are in qualitative agreement, showing enhanced midlatitude warming (e.g. Karl et al.538

2006, Fig. 3.5).539

While this does not settle the controversy conclusively, recent observations of rapid trop-540
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ical widening along with our results suggest that amplified midlatitude warming is a realistic541

and important possibility. Allen et al. (2012a) presented results from a comprehensive GCM542

also suggesting the importance of midlatitude warming. They proposed that this warming543

may be due to tropospheric ozone or absorbing aerosols, which are more spatially confined544

than carbon dioxide. Another possibility is that changes in subtropical humidity and cloud545

cover are contributing to this pattern. It is left to future studies to pinpoint the possible546

drivers of midlatitude warming more conclusively.547

5. Summary and Conclusion548

Using an idealized GCM, we have shown that the contrast between the El Niño and549

global warming circulation responses depends on the meridional structure of the thermal550

forcing. A narrow positive forcing centered at the equator produces HC contraction and an551

equatorward shift of the jets, while a wider forcing has the opposite effect. Furthermore,552

warming concentrated in the midlatitudes produces much-amplified HC expansion and pole-553

ward jet shifts when compared to a thermal forcing that is spread over the tropics. These554

responses are mostly insensitive to the vertical structure of the thermal forcing and much555

more sensitive to the meridional structure. The exceptionally large circulation response to556

midlatitude warming may partly explain why observed tropical widening far exceeds that557

predicted by comprehensive GCMs.558

We have also provided a simplified way of understanding these circulation responses.559

Specifically, we can parameterize the TEM circulation as the meridional diffusion of potential560

temperature. When a thermal forcing is applied, it results in anomalous diabatic cooling, and561
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hence anomalous TEM descent, on the poleward flank of the thermal forcing. For a narrow562

(wide) thermal forcing, this anomalous descent occurs on the equatorward (poleward) side563

of the HC edge, producing an equatorward (poleward) shift of the HC edge.564

One area ripe for future study concerns the possible causes of amplified warming in the565

midlatitudes. Possible contributors include absorbing aerosols (Allen et al. 2012a) or changes566

in subtropical humidity. Experiments with full and intermediate-complexity GCMs will be567

key to testing various hypotheses. Finally, every effort should be made to determine the568

robustness of the midlatitude amplification patterns shown in satellite observations.569
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APPENDIX575

576

GCM Description577

Many aspects of the model we use are identical to those of Tandon et al. (2011), but we578

provide here the essential details. We use the spectral dynamical core of the GFDL Flexible579

Modeling System (FMS). The horizontal truncation is T42 for all results presented in the580

paper, but we have also tested T85 and found no notable differences. The vertical level581

interfaces, in sigma coordinates, are σi = (i/L)2 , i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , L, where L is an integer.582

For all results presented in the paper L = 40, but we have also tested L = 80 and found no583

notable differences.584

We add terms to the temperature equation to capture convective and radiative processes,585

as well as our imposed thermal forcing. Specifically,586

∂T

∂t
= . . .−

T − TC

τC
−

T − TR

τR
+ Q̃

(
p

p0

)R/cp

, (A1)

where TC and τC are the convective equilibrium temperature and timescale, respectively;587

TR and τR are the radiative equilibrium temperature and timescale, respectively; Q̃ is our588

external thermal forcing in terms of potential temperature, given by Eq. (1); R is the gas589

constant for dry air; and cp is the specific heat of dry air. TR and τR are exactly as given in590

Tandon et al. (2011), mimicking the thermal structure of an atmosphere in gray radiative591

equilibrium.592
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TC is given by593

TC(λ, φ, p, t) =





Tm(λ, φ, p, t)− EC(λ, φ, t) pLNB(λ, φ, t) ≤ p ≤ p0

T (λ, φ, p, t) p < pLNB(λ, φ, t),

(A2)

where594

EC(λ, φ, t) =
1

pLNB(λ, φ, t)− p0

∫ pLNB(λ,φ,t)

p0

[Tm(λ, φ, p
′, t)− T (λ, φ, p′, t)] dp′ (A3)

ensures conservation of enthalpy in (A2). Eq. (A2) is applicable only when EC > 0. If595

EC ≤ 0 then convection is inhibited, i.e. TC = T in the entire column. Tm is the moist596

adiabat,597

Tm(λ, φ, p, t) = Ts(λ, φ, t)

(
p

p0

)R(Γm+Γ̃)/g

+∆z log
p

p0
, (A4)

where Ts is the surface temperature at longitude-latitude-time (λ, φ, t); Γm = 6 K km−1; Γ̃598

is the lapse rate perturbation given by Eq. (2); ∆z = 7 K; and pLNB is the level of neutral599

buoyancy for ascent from the surface along Tm. In contrast to Schneider and Walker (2006)600

and Tandon et al. (2011), Eq. (A4) includes a second term which makes the lapse rate increase601

with altitude. This produces more realistic alignment between the upper- and lower-level602

wind maxima. The timescale τC is set to 4 hours.603

There is no topography in this model. For σ > 0.7, winds are linearly damped as in Held604

and Suarez (1994). We apply a sponge layer top and ∇6 hyperviscosity identical to that in605

Polvani and Kushner (2002).606
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List of Figures773

1 Thermal forcings applied in our idealized GCM integrations. Color shading:774

the lower-tropospheric thermal forcings with shading interval 0.1 K d−1. Black775

contours: potential temperature of the control integration, with contour inter-776

val of 15 K and contours above 380 K omitted. Red curves: the perturbations777

of the convective equilibrium lapse rate, meant to mimic the lapse-rate feedback. 43778

2 The steady-state responses to the thermal forcings indicated at the top of779

each column. Color shading: the difference between the climatologies of the780

forced and control integrations for temperature (top row), zonal wind (middle781

row), and meridional mass streamfunction (bottom row). Thin black contours:782

the climatology of the control integration, with contour intervals of 10 K for783

temperature (top row); 5 m s−1 for zonal wind (middle row) with negative784

contours dashed; and 20×109 kg s−1 for the meridional mass streamfunction785

(bottom row) with negative contours dashed. Solid, thick black contour: the786

thermal tropopause of the control integration. Dashed, thick, black contour:787

the tropopause of the forced integration. 44788
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3 Changes in circulation metrics as functions of meridional width of the thermal789

forcing, φw. Black circles: standard integrations with both lower tropospheric790

and lapse-rate forcings. Gray circles: integrations with only lower tropo-791

spheric forcing and no lapse-rate forcing. Empty circles indicate results from792

the Phi35-20 integrations. (a) The shift of the HC edge, defined using the793

standard Ψ500 metric (see text). The right-hand axis multiplies the shift of794

the HC edge by two to measure the total tropical widening. (b) The shift795

of the midlatitude jet. Positive values on the y axis indicate poleward shifts.796

Vertical dotted lines mark the zero crossings for the standard integrations.797

Northern and southern hemisphere values have been averaged together. 45798

4 As in Fig. 2 for the Phi35LT integration, in which there is no lapse-rate per-799

turbation. 46800

5 Changes in circulation metrics as functions of relative forcing amplitude, α.801

The circulation metrics are defined in the caption of Fig. 3 and in the text. 47802

6 Shift of the upper tropospheric maximum of residual vertical velocity, ω̄∗

max,803

as a function of the meridional width of the thermal forcing, φw. Black circles:804

standard GCM integrations. Gray circles: LT integrations of the GCM. Red805

squares: results from the diffusive model described in Sec. 3. Empty markers806

indicate results from the Phi35-20 cases. 48807
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7 Results from the diffusive model described in Sec. 3 for the forcings indicated808

at the top of each column. Thick solid lines: output from the diffusive model.809

Thin black lines: output from the standard GCM integrations, shown for810

comparison. Thick dashed lines: the imposed thermal forcings in units of811

temperature (Q̃τ). The vertical dot-dashed lines in the bottom panels indicate812

the latitude of the HC edge (ω̄∗

max) from the control integration. Note, for813

clarity the vertical scale of panel (a) is different from the other panels. 49814

8 Relationships between HC widening and (a) change in total Phillips’ criti-815

cality, δC; (b) change in criticality due to bulk vertical shear, δCsh; and (c)816

change in criticality due to bulk static stability, δCst. Black markers indicate817

standard integrations, and gray markers indicate LT integrations. Results818

from the northern and southern hemispheres have been averaged together. 50819
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Figure 1: Thermal forcings applied in our idealized GCM integrations. Color shading:
the lower-tropospheric thermal forcings with shading interval 0.1 K d−1. Black contours:
potential temperature of the control integration, with contour interval of 15 K and contours
above 380 K omitted. Red curves: the perturbations of the convective equilibrium lapse
rate, meant to mimic the lapse-rate feedback.
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Figure 2: The steady-state responses to the thermal forcings indicated at the top of each
column. Color shading: the difference between the climatologies of the forced and con-
trol integrations for temperature (top row), zonal wind (middle row), and meridional mass
streamfunction (bottom row). Thin black contours: the climatology of the control inte-
gration, with contour intervals of 10 K for temperature (top row); 5 m s−1 for zonal wind
(middle row) with negative contours dashed; and 20×109 kg s−1 for the meridional mass
streamfunction (bottom row) with negative contours dashed. Solid, thick black contour: the
thermal tropopause of the control integration. Dashed, thick, black contour: the tropopause
of the forced integration.
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Figure 3: Changes in circulation metrics as functions of meridional width of the thermal
forcing, φw. Black circles: standard integrations with both lower tropospheric and lapse-rate
forcings. Gray circles: integrations with only lower tropospheric forcing and no lapse-rate
forcing. Empty circles indicate results from the Phi35-20 integrations. (a) The shift of the
HC edge, defined using the standard Ψ500 metric (see text). The right-hand axis multiplies
the shift of the HC edge by two to measure the total tropical widening. (b) The shift of the
midlatitude jet. Positive values on the y axis indicate poleward shifts. Vertical dotted lines
mark the zero crossings for the standard integrations. Northern and southern hemisphere
values have been averaged together.
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Figure 4: As in Fig. 2 for the Phi35LT integration, in which there is no lapse-rate perturbation.
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Figure 5: Changes in circulation metrics as functions of relative forcing amplitude, α. The
circulation metrics are defined in the caption of Fig. 3 and in the text.
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Figure 6: Shift of the upper tropospheric maximum of residual vertical velocity, ω̄∗

max, as a
function of the meridional width of the thermal forcing, φw. Black circles: standard GCM
integrations. Gray circles: LT integrations of the GCM. Red squares: results from the
diffusive model described in Sec. 3. Empty markers indicate results from the Phi35-20 cases.
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Figure 7: Results from the diffusive model described in Sec. 3 for the forcings indicated at
the top of each column. Thick solid lines: output from the diffusive model. Thin black lines:
output from the standard GCM integrations, shown for comparison. Thick dashed lines:
the imposed thermal forcings in units of temperature (Q̃τ). The vertical dot-dashed lines in
the bottom panels indicate the latitude of the HC edge (ω̄∗

max) from the control integration.
Note, for clarity the vertical scale of panel (a) is different from the other panels.
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Figure 8: Relationships between HC widening and (a) change in total Phillips’ criticality,
δC; (b) change in criticality due to bulk vertical shear, δCsh; and (c) change in criticality
due to bulk static stability, δCst. Black markers indicate standard integrations, and gray
markers indicate LT integrations. Results from the northern and southern hemispheres have
been averaged together.
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